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gordie howe, one of those ice dream team members, had 14 goals and 33 assists for the american men's olympic hockey team in 1980.
howe was the oldest player on the roster and a 38-year-old at the time. six of the twelve olympic silver medalists were in their 40s. only one

of those players, u.s. captain mike eruzione (38), was less than two decades younger than howe. 10: steve nash is the face of canadian
hockey. he starred on the roadrunners until he was a little older than half the players in the pool. but nash can share the spotlight with
anyone who's willing to help him. the outspoken retired point guard started the steve nash scholarship foundation in 2008 as a way to
benefit canadian youth with sport-related mental health needs. the foundation, based in ontario, has grown to include more than 30

partners and is specifically focused on improving mental wellness in young canadians. 9: elon musk holds a number of secrets about himself
that don't involve spaceflight. he admitted to being the president of a fraternity at stanford, even claiming that the fraternity was one of the

"most dangerous" in the entire university. 8: michael jordan is the best point guard ever to wear the nba's most prestigious uniform. the
chicago bulls guard averaged a triple-double in winning back-to-back titles in 1991-92 and 1992-93, helping his team to a record-setting
63-19 season in 1991-92. including playoffs, jordan's bulls scored more points than all teams except the 1992-93 los angeles lakers. 7:

michael phelps competed in swimming competitions at every age level -- from 5 years old to the olympics. he won a combined 22 medals
and had a stunning 34 gold medals (15 individual and 19 team), a record that still stands.
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the first is that someone, somewhere, is considering a movie. with the marvel studios splintering
with the multiverse, there is greater scope for marvel comics to tell stories separate from their usual

line of continuity. and an adaptation of the original alan moore/garry leach/alan davis/chuck
austen/rick veitch/john totleben marvelman/miracleman run seems to be on the cards. just cards for
now, but the possibility is very real right now. and the people who need to sign off such a project are
let's say, they are thinking about it. a superhero story that changes the world, far more than any has

ever been told on the screen before, the closest example may be something like dollhouse, which
has one small change in technology utterly remake the world around it into something so very

different and unrecognisable. maybe forty years after the comic was first published, that story may
now be retold on a bigger screen that has only ever told smaller stories. this movie captures the

capuchin friar's intense faith and devotion, and deep spiritual concern for others, as well as his great
compassion for the sick and suffering. it reveals the amazing details and events in padre pio's life as
a boy and throughout his 50 years as a friar, dramatizing the frequent attacks of the devil on him, as

well as the persecution he suffered at the hands of people, including those in the church. starring
italian actor sergio castellitto, and directed by carlo carlei, this is an outstanding feature film on the

amazing life of this great saint. with a fast and furious introduction, we then see johns hopkins in
training at the new york rangers' school in upstate new york. there he's the skater with the wicked
skills at puck-hammering, the head guy with a quick wit and a wry sense of humor who's always

laughing, has a spiffy haircut, and is just all-around pretty cool. everyone knows how the story ends,
but not yet. 5ec8ef588b
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